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Decoo: The Image of Mormonism in French Literature: Part I

the

image of mormonism
in french literature part 1I

wilfried decoo
anyone who studies the image of the mormons
cormons in
french literature must of necessity work with rather broad
definitions of the word literature for studying fiction and
poetry alone does not adequately reflect the wide range nor
the considerable interest that french authors from various
fields have shown in the latter day saints in fact it was the
fiction writers historians moralists
nonfiction
non
mora lists travellers philosophers and sociologists who delineated the mormon image
that fiction eventually enlarged and distorted this factual
interest was for the most part a product of the positivistic
movement that prevailed in france at the time of the introduction of mormonism most of the french authors of the 1850s
gos tried to approach mormonism objectively intending to
analyze it scientifically
this intended objectivity is in marked contrast with the
spirit of most american authors who deeply involved as they
were in the religious controversies of the time concentrated
their efforts on either attacking or defending mormonism
even today one can find in america vestiges of this particul arly bitter 19th century controversy over the latter day
ticularly
saints many american critics and readers still ask first not
whether a particular work is accurate but whether it is favorable or unfavorable in its image of mormonism book
are often divided into two sections the
pro and the anti mormon works
the position of most french authors was very different
reds
hatreds
hatress
caring less about what they considered to be sectarian hat
lists for example
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they looked with simple curiosity on this far away religious
movement on which their american colleagues were debating
with such barbed comments and exulting panegyrics the
mormon missionaries whose proselyting successes provoked
such violent controversies in the anglo germanic and scandin
dinavian
avian countries were met by the rather indulgent but unbelieving smiles of the frenchmen As early as 1863 the president of the french mission louis bertrand abandoned his
an experience of
missionary efforts and closed the mission
three years has taught me that nothing at all is to be expected
among the french infidels they are everyone spiritually
dead 1 and the free thinking frenchman comfortably con-

firmed bertrand
france and all the latin countries have no
representatives in mormonism at all three or four at the most
we have become too skeptical to believe in any religion and
we are too much home bodies and too much at ease to emigrate so far without knowing what will come 2 even the
confirmed catholics had no reason to get upset for them
mormonism was one of those doctrines begotten by pride
by error by deceit around the firm and admirable unity of
catholicism 3 the baron of woelmont
Wo elmont observing the interest
provoked in the eastern united states by the death of brigham
we who do not have the
young could say with dignity
same hatred who are above these sectarian rivalries because
we are catholics can look upon the departure of this figure
with more detachment 4 the only exceptions to this superior
attitude are the writings of a few protestant ministers generally from french speaking switzerland where mormonism
was making headway 5
letter from L bertrand to brigham young 23 january 1863 cited by
gary ray chard A history of the french mission of the church of jesus
1850 1960
christ of latter day saints 18501960
thesis utah state 1965 p 41
stats unis de iatlantique
antique au pacifique
anrique
iatiantique
IAtI
louis simonin A travers les etats
larl
lari
paris charpentier 1875 p 90
cormons
marmier les mormons
Mormons in voyage dune femme dutour
dufour du monde
11
bibliotheque illustr6e
ixelles
delevigne
Illus
Ix elles lez bruxelles delavigne
tree 32 idelles
illustree
De levigne et callewaert
II bibliothque
1853

1883

p 6

Wo elmont souvenirs du far west
aron arnold de woelmont
baron

paris

E

plon

p 174

eg

mormons de la californie
les cormons
Cali fornie vevey
bevey
californite
mormons
E buvelot 1851
Mormons ou examen de leurs
idem joseph smith et les cormons
relative
relativement
tvement
ment ha leur bible et eia leur prophete et eia leur eglise
pretentious relat
Mormon isme hug
juge
dapres ses docbug capres
lausanne de la fontaine 1845 idem le mormonisme
jug

louis favez lettre sur

trines lausanne de la fontaine 1856
lirvingisme et le
emile guers llrvingisme
geneve
Mormon isme jugis
juges
luger par la parole de dieu gen
mormonisme
ve E beroud 1853
idem
Mormon isme polygamy
poly game geneve E beroud 1855
polygame
Desmons
frederic desmons
deamons
le mormonisme
hisforique
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bist orique et critique du
Mormon isme
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A mormonisme
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thus

an important characteristic of most of the french
publications on mormonism is the ease with which the author
moves from the positive to the negative any absolute judgment on the value of the mormon church or any personal
involvement either for or against the cause of the saints is
rare in general the french author simply observes commenting on what seems to him good and bad among the mor
mormons 1860
1860
mons 6 in his critique of voyage au pays des cormons
by jules remy louis bertrand remarked that by simply
pruning a few pages one could make a genuine apology for
mormonism out of this book 7 by their judicious use of
cormons
extracts ellipses or rather free translations some mormons
actually succeeded in amending the rather ambivalent testimonies of remy and others into positive witnesses for the
latter day saints 8
even though the french wrote less about the mormons
cormons
than did the americans what they produced deserves attention because of the variety and quality of their writers prosper

merimee alfred maury hippolyte taine elisee reclus
guillaume apollinaire pierre benoit and marc chadourne
to name only the most famous although the interest accorded
mormons fluctuated one can discern three periods of
to the cormons
rather frequent and important french publications concerning
mormons
1866 1920
18501866
Mor mons 1850
the cormons
1930 and 1948 on which
19201930
correspond more or less to the mormon proselyting periods
1864 1924
in france 1849
19241939
unfruit
1939 if we exclude the unfruity
18491864
1856
this last work is a thesis conceived to show the falseness of morfaculty de theologie
facult6
The ologie protestante
theologia
th6ologie
prot estante de strasbourg
protestants
monism defended before the faculte
a striking example of the protestant need to intellectually dispose of mormonism
aa
6a
cormons have been studied
A small number of french writings about the mormons
but with the peculiar american pro and anti mormon sensibility dee J
gaise sur les
Inventaire et discussion de la litterature
valentine
inventaire
francaise
Littera ture fran
litt6rature
mormons
moeurn
cormons
Mor mons leur His
toire leur religion et leurs moeurs
masters thesis
histoire
university of utah 1947 this thesis lamentable in language and content
concerns the favorable and unfavorable observations about mormons
cormons in only
stigma tizes every negative remark as incorrect
stigmatizer
nineteen french writings and stigmatizes
and prejudiced
L A bertrand memoir es dun mormon collection hetzel paris E
p 209 see also note 39
denau nd
dentu
mormons ville
dasent des cormons
eg john A widstoe ce que les autres disent
niers jours nd
christ des saints des Der
davray eglise de jesus chhist
demiers
derniers
demieri
pp 1118
ap
18 vicomte
viconte dhaussonville one day in utah A literary french
noe
lemans views on the mormon question trans leo haefeli salt lake
Noh
Nob
noblemans
nohlemans
anon le mormonisme
Mormon isme vu par la
city deseret news company 1883
presse parisi
cgeneve
gen&ve P rulon christensen 1928
enne genave
parisienne
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ful period of 1912
1914 and from 1946 on what follows
19121914
in this article is a study of the first period 18501866
1850 1866
1850 1866
ist PERIOD THE TIME OF intellectual FERVOR 18501866
the renewed interest in science led the french authors

of the second half of the 19t
19thh century to attempts to understand the world in which they lived the revue des deux
beux
universel
mondes the journal des debats the Monit
momteur
enr
eur
Uni versel
moniteur
euf universes
engaged a good many critical thinkers to popularize the disco
of the time to defend the various points of view
coveries
and thus to contribute to the elaboration of the great systematic vision of the world As with so many other religious
and social movements of the time mormonism was caught
up by the intellectual momentum american publications on
mormonism were circulating the reports of kane gunnison
neit bowes gray mayhew
banneit
benneit
bennett
stansbury the works of Ben
mackay revealing to the french devotees of political social
and religious studies the existence of a spurned persecuted
and exalted people in 1849 french utopian socialism was
watching with interest the work of cabet who was trying to
establish his icaria on the very place abandoned by the mor
mons nauvoo where the ruins of the temple still stood
trav ellers also brought
returning from the new world french travellers
their impressions of the latter day saints and in 1850 john
taylor and his companions arrived in paris followed shortly
by their periodical letoile de deseret a few pamphlets and
finally in 1852 le line
livre de mormon itself the french inliwe
tellectuals needed no more to begin discoursing themselves on
what was for them one of those bizarre religions professed
in the american union 9 in a general way one can divide
these intellectuals into two groups the bourgeois historians
tite
tiie
tl ie positivistic critics
and the
THE BOURGEOIS

historians

in addition to real historians this first group includes

a dis-

parate band of young free thinkers noble catholics cultivated ladies amateur intellectuals in a word bourgeois often
more fond of their own commentaries than of the facts since
in most cases they only repeat their sources the themes they
pose deserve here only a brief sketch
B H
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for france of the

1850s mormonism was only one of the
many sects that appeared in the united states thus it was
often mentioned as part of a larger discussion the american
population said auguste laugel is characterized by credulity
by anarchy of beliefs and by a spontaneity of the spirit which
reveals itself in the most capricious and disordered ways 10 and
for C jannet a late follower of these moralizing
moral izing historians
mormonism was one of the extreme symptoms of the religious and social disintegration of the united states
for
these commentators this was not strange since america had
populated itself for two centuries with the overflow and
dare we say the refuse the scum of all nations 12 the
irish emigrants especially were held responsible for the religious troubles in america since they were thought ignorant
fanatic and excessively pugnacious 13
for the french then who was this joseph smith questioning as they did american morality and intelligence they
excluded a priori any possibility of miracles as such divine
intervention or prophetic calling they did not even consider
the possibility of there being a supernatural reality in mormonism two explanations of the work of joseph smith
shared the french pages conscious imposture and unconscious
delusion the spaulding manuscript theory of the book of
mormon mentioned as a fact by almost all the authors was
in accord with the view of joseph smith as an obscure rustic
of a more than suspect morality and of a very limited education 14 the second case is well represented by hortense
dufay who refused to suppose him a hypocritical charlatan
claiming that joseph smith had been the dupe of a nightmare
or of hallucinations resulting from an electrical effect quite
natural to the powerfully magnetic makeup of the man 15 this
farfetched interpretation was supported by the alleged visionary
11

cormons
auguste laugel une campagne des am6ricains
Ameri cains contre
centre les mormons
americains
Mormons
revue des beux
194 95
deux mondes XXVII septembre 1857 19495
moeurs les institutions
etats
C jannet les elaas
ou les moeurn
elats unis contemporains on
idjes
and ed paris E plon 1876
secession 2nd
et les idees
idies depuis la guerre de laa Si
cession
p 370

mme
ame olympe audouard
lamerique le far west paris E
iamirique
Au douard A travers iamerique
ap 7788
denau 1869 pp
dentu
moeurn et
oscar Comet
comettant
etats
etals unis etude des moeurs
tant trois ans aux eeals
ef
coutumes
coutumas
Cou
caines 2nd
and ed paris pagnerre
amerl
ameri naines
Pa gnerre 1858 pp
amiricaines
ap 2056
amiri
205 6
tumes americaines
mormons paris bestel
M etourneau
letourneau les cormons
restel
restei 1856 p 2
mme hortense G dufay le prophete du xixme
ame
sicie ou vie des
xixeme sicle
pyam
pram
mormons
precede dun apercu
Mor mons
dautres
saints des verniers
Der niers jours cormons
derniers
aperch
aperfu sur vautres
dau tres
ginie
socia
listes unitaires
unit aires et sur le genie
socialistes
socialists
denau
senle de la poesie anglaise paris E dentu
senie
1863
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character of the smith family in line with the french interest
in se ances in the adventures of the fox family and in the
cardec and daniel
works of the swedenborgians
ians allan kardec
Swedenborg
home finally many authors adopted an eclectic theory and
explained joseph smith by both imposture and delusion the
indomitable courage of smith amid such great danger his
firm confidence in the final triumph of his doctrine prove
as we have already said that in the end he came to believe
that he was himself an apostle 16 this gradual spiritual elevation overcame the first abuses of power and received a kind
of ratification in the martyrdom of joseph smith and his
brother prosper merimee affirmed that it is probably because of the bloody pages in its history that it mormonism
has not succumbed to the ridicule which condemns so many
human follies 17
the attitude of the commentator usually changed however
when he came to the persecutions and the exodus from nauvoo
whatever disapproval one may attach to the frauds of
proselyter
prose lytes who sufjoe smith one cannot help but pity his proselytes
fered such atrocious persecutions nor can one follow their long
18
concern
a
without
profound
the moving strokes
emigration
with which some americans like colonel kane painted the
cormons in their departure from nauvoo and in
trials of the mormons
making their way to the promised land left few frenchmen
unmoved for instance after having mocked the sad extrava gance of joseph smith merimee wrote sublime pages
travagance
on the heroism of the pioneers 19
but when they came to the mormon growth and progress
in utah the commentaries went in opposite directions altmormons
hough some french authors mentioned that the cormons
blossoming
succeeded in transforming deserts into bloss
oming colonies 20
and that they manifested great perseverance and an incredi
mormons
les cormons

paris
p 154
L hachette 1856
pichot gives hardly anything more than an abridged translation of the work
mormons
of charles mackay on the cormons
Mormons
mormons
melanges
milanges
Me
in melanger
Mi langes historiques et litte
prosper merimee
Mor mons
les cormons
l6vy
lavy 1867 p 3 this article first
apt paris M levy
baires
raires and
2nd ed
1855 rpt
universel
merl
Uni versel 25 26 31 march and 1 april 1853 meri
eur universes
appeared in le Monit
moniteur
rnees
maes
m6es interest in mormonism is quite relative he wrote his article at the
burgan his correspondence shows that he did
request of the editor J F turgan
his reporting mainly for the money and with little care see P merimee
serne
p 478 sedie
serie 11
II
serie 1I tome VI paris le divan 1947
correspondance
correspondence
corresponiance
ance senne
Correspond
pp
ap 18
19 26
1819
tome 1I toulouse E privat 1953
marmier p 23
pp 4449
44 49
merimee ap
201
211ibid
bid p 17

amedee pichot
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ble activity 21 the majority of the bourgeois historians preferred to borrow the more bizarre ideas the more sensational
facts which were more apt to fascinate the reader and excite
his imagination in utah according to M etourneau
letourneau the
mormons were dominated by a power that was as despotic as
cormons
it was violent the vindictive and pitiless mormon clergy
kept the women the blacks and the indians in a lamentable
servile condition 22 As barbarous inside their territory as they
were rebellious against federal authority outside the mormon
leaders had installed the most abominable code of tyranny
which modern times have seen founded 23 hortense dufay
who was generally favorable towards the morality and the
magnetic gifts of joseph smith imputed to brigham young
on the other hand the instigation of despotism while accusing
him of destroying the work of christ and of plunging his
people into the mire of barbaric antiquity 24
mormon doctrine itself wears thin in the hands of the
histoire
cormons
petite his
toire amateurs 1 I obtained the books of the mormons
and tried to read them but courage quickly failed me confessed merimee at the beginning of his article 25 however
this did not stop him from defining the doctrine as a confused mixture of the principles of christianity of puritan
reveries with here and there a few strokes of joseph smith s
own down to earth politics 26 seldom did the authors take the
trouble to go into the doctrines in more detail and if they
did it was with reservations we would have liked to avoid
cormons
discussing the religious doctrines of the mormons
Mor mons for it is
a difficult task and we confess in all humility that we under stand very little of all that rigmarole let us try however
derstand
to explain their principal dogmas 27 there usually follows
at this point a number of semi authentic semi fanciful considions of the mormon deities the mormon sacraments the
erations
erat
different resurrections their spiritual gifts and of course
polygamy
among all these contradictory notions it is not surprising
geographique
description de la nouvelle Cali
californite
californie
fornie ggographique
politique et morale paris L maison 1850
p 87
etourneau
etoumeau
letourneau pp
VII
ap VI
VIVII
laugel p 208

hippolyte ferry

dufay

p 31
21m6rim6e
merimee p 4
26
ibid p 13

mormons
M granson des cormons
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to see the intellectual amateur conclude for this 18501866
1850 1866

period

there

is nothing more bizarre and more indefinable than
the constitution of the mormon society A mixture of

judaism and muhammadanism of strange barbarity and
extreme civilization of religious oligarchy and industrial demo
cracy it is a kind of theocratic venice where the senate
mocracy
of the prophets crushes the faithful under an iron despotism
with the unity of effort and discipline which tyranny imsectarians
arians have the energy the initiative the
poses these sect
spirit of labor and of activity which elsewhere are the possessions of liberty 28

most of the authors confidently predict that this theocratic
21
venice will soon disappear under the push of civilization 29
THE

positivistic

CRITICS

like the bourgeois historians some great

scientific
philar&e
philarete
Phil arete chasles

critics were also interested in mormonism
man of letters and titular professor at the conge
college de france
alfred maury also titular professor there and director

general of the imperial archives jules remy great traveller
botanist and ethnologist hippolyte taine the historian critic
philosopher elisee reclus famous geographer and professor
at the free university of brussels at first the writings of
these men seemed to differ little from those of the amateur
intellectuals mainly because these writers often got their inspiration from the same sources published in the same journals
or had their works printed by the same publishers they also
shared with the bourgeois historians common ideas about
bout
joseph smith that is he was brought up in a national and
familial environment favorable to the bloss
blossoming
oming of a new
religion his vocation was a mixture of imposture and illusion
and his martyrdom confirmed his final canonization however
the scientific critics had deeper interests in mormonism which
differed considerably from those of the bourgeois writer
at first these great men approached mormonism with an
absolute scientific detachment they wanted to analyze it to ex
ernest
emest Duver
nos en Ami
Hau ranne huit mos
mois
gier de hauranne
duvergier
rique lettres et notes
fique
amerique
lauranne
duverdier
de voyage 186465
rairie Internation
librairie
1864 65 paris Lib
pp
ale 1866
ap 24748
internationals
internationale
247 48 we
should note that Duver
gier although he had been in the united states did
duvergier
duverdier
second hand
not visit utah his information is all secondhand
etourneau pp
ap 373
74 J J ampere promenade
ap vi viii janet pp
cf letourneau
37374
mex
paris M levy 1855
en Ami
etats unis cuba mexique
melique
fique stats
rique
amerique
fparis
hex ique 2 vols aparis
pp
ap 4056
cormons
405 6 C F audley le passe et lavenir des mormons
Mormons correspondent
61
XLIV juillet 1858 458
45861
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plain it to classify it as if it were an astronomical or geological
phenomenon the botanist remy according to his own testicormons because among religions mormony studied the mormons
monism impressed me as being not only a variation but also
a curiosity of the species a rarity if not an anomaly like cerrhizophora
phora
tain plants 1I had seen near the equator like the Rizo
rizophora
30
for example
thus instead of the imitative strokes of
the petty commentaries or the moral reflections of the bourgeois historians we find in the positivistic critics a careful
examination of the reasons for the progress of mormonism
philarete chasles the
Philarete
and the weakness of its system for philar&te
mormon enterprise combined some of the characteristics of
the first period of american history the time of the credulous
and fanatic puritans with the genius of the third period the
era of the conquering nation 31 alfred maury also saw mormonism as the union of divergent tendencies but he viewed
it in the context of protestant history which was the source
of millenialistic
millenia listic and spiritualistic movements which some31
times stirred in the dreams of utopian socialism 32
jules
remy in the more than 1000 pages of his two volumes on
mormonism digs deeply into the vital conditions of his religious Rizo
rhizophora
phora he went through great pains to study it
rizophora
at first hand suffering through the inconvenience and discomfort of traveling across the american desert to utah and
then spending a whole month in salt lake city the readiness of the american soul for a religion which speaks to the
spiritual and temporal needs of the underprivileged of the
tention to universality the
ambitious of the visionary the premention
pretention
pre
moral and doctrinal eclecticism the political and social flexibility of the mormon community its history and its doctrine
all this is treated with dignity and seriousness in this book
which is also replete with fascinating anecdotes and all kinds
of observations about the geology the flora and fauna of the
region hippolyte taine and elisee reclus who did little
raphie hisgeographic
o ns Gog
relations
jules remy voyage au pays des mormon belati
relati
609
paris E
moeurs et coutumas
coutumes
rye
Cou tumes 2 vols
ologie moeurn
The
tue
theologia
toire theologie
TU
tuologie
na
rolfe
histoire
toire
to
turelle His
ire naturelle
ife
denau 1860 1I x
dentu
philarete
philarke
Phil
larke chasles anglo american literature and manners new york
Phi arete
eludes sur la
pp
ap 269
70 translated from the french etudes
C scribner 1852
26970
moeurs des anglo am&icains
americains au xixeme
sicle paris
el les moeurn
literature et
xixme jicie
amyot 1851
12
seates religieuses au xixeme
Irvin giens
sicie les irvingiens
alfred maury sectes
xixme sicle
beux mondes XXIII ler septembre
et les saints du dernier j our revue des deux
68
964
1855
1853
96468
0
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more than review remy s work indicated their interest in the
observations of the ethnologist by their adherence to his conclusions 33
in almost all of these scientific writings on the mor
mons there appears from time to time a seemingly insignificant element lost in the large amount of data ie the comparison of the rise of mormonism with other religious movements or with the beginnings of cults in general mormonism
was often considered in connection with contemporary sects
such as irvingism or the quakers or it was studied in the
light of such historical movements as tle
the
tie leiden anabaptists
certain judaic sects and most important of all the first
christians these little comparisons over which the unwarned reader passes are not as innocent as they seem As
early as 1856 emile montegut launched a diatribe of rare
violence against those who want to see in mormonism the
material and evident proof that all religions have been in
principle pure frauds that all sects have been founded on
a lie and that the first god was a lucky imposter 34 and
with this mormonism is suddenly and unknowingly launched
as an object of controversy in the great intellectual struggle
of 19th century europe the controversy which opposes absolute faith in the supernatural biblical facts to critical exegesis
and to euhemerist and mythological explanations this
struggle which the philosophers and the free thinkers had
been carrying out for almost two centuries in france reached
a new climax in the second third of the 19th century due to
the invasion of the scientific method in biblical exegesis the
works of the germans eickhorn bower wicklein strauss
volkmar which came to france early inspired such men as
littre and renan and provoked new scientific speculations
about the natural origins of christianity speculations which
stats unis
Mormon isme et les etats
revue des deux
elisee reclus
beux
le mormonisme
mondes
mondet
1861
nondes
XXXII
15 avril
hippolyte taine
881 914
881914
les
mormons
cormons
nouveaux
Mormons in nauveaux
essais de critique et dhistoire paris L hachette
Nou veaux essaid
ap 271
1865 pp
99 this article first appeared in the 31 january 1861 issue
27199
of the journal des debats A translation by austin E F
fe was published
fife
cormons
with the pompous title taine s essay on the mormons
Mor mons translated with introduction and notes by austin E fife
pacific historical review XXXI 1
65
1962
49
4965
the introduction and notes are very short and elementary
failing noticeably in their major responsibility of separating taine s original
ideas from remy s
emile montegut le mormonisme
Mormon isme et sa valeur morale la societe et
cormons
la vie des mormons
Mor mons revue des deux
beux mondes XXVI 15 fevrier 1856
692
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the guizots and Dupan
loups strove to refute since mormondupanloups
ism was a tangible example of a new religion since it was
born in circumstances comparable to those of palestine at
the time of christ and since everyone in france recognized
its human origin it did more than captivate certain critics it
stood as a proof of the theory of the natural genesis of all
religions
it was not surprising therefore that montegut loudly denounced the use of mormonism as the justification for the
raillery and judgments of the encyclopedists against all reli
ligions 35 but the polemical situation of montegut was ambiguous in his argument against those who compared the
beginnings of mormonism to the beginnings of christianity
this apologist was in a peculiar quandary
quandry regarding the actance of the supernatural elements in the calling of joseph
cep
ceptance
smith if he denied them and mormonism continued its rapid
development then the origin of christianity could also be
explained away by natural phenomena if he accepted them
he would contradict the veracity of his own church there
was only one way to get out of this dangerous dilemma
malign violate or tarnish mormonism to such a degree that
every comparison with the evangelical origins of christianity
would become impossible and so the torrent of insults acscurilous and bloody anecdotes which montegut
cusations
cusat ions and scurrilous
mormons had only one goal to prove
poured out about the cormons
that mormonism was the most odious of the sects it has
absolutely nothing christian we might call it a bastard
child from the union of mosaism and muhammadanism
through the repulsive collaboration of a jewish junkman a
moslim
maslim dotard and an old st simonian apostle who could find
no railway to exploit 36 in spite of this vehemence montegut
was not led by what an american critic would interpret as an
anti mormon passion 37 this christian apologist was only answering an argument launched against the basis of his christianity
As to the future of mormonism the scientific critic saw
mormons
two possibilities first it seemed desirable that the cormons
would continue to develop themselves until they reached the
ibid p 690
ibid p 719
i
position
l al
controversial
controvert
chard p 27 chard mentions nothing of the controver
of mormonism in the struggle between the positivistic critics and the christian
apologists

Z
1
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stage of a world church and furnish the final proof of the
theory of the natural genesis of religions this would be
done by following the example of the great preceding reli
ligions a dubious infancy growing into a glorious history
the theologians purifying and organizing the doctrinal muddle
into a sophisticated system the number of believers continuing
to increase while the excesses of the first decades wither away
but these speculations were expressed with circumspection in
the various writings so as not to exasperate christian believers too much or to scandalize any conscientious churchman 38 the second possibility for the critics was to predict
the disintegration of mormonism as soon as its isolation would
be violated by the encroachment of civilization and then
the factual truth of which our critics made themselves the
mormons of their doctrinal
proud heralds would free the cormons
and sacerdotal yoke it is obvious that the second prediction
was implicitly just as disastrous to other religions as the first
no matter how the positivistic critics turned it mormonism
was to be a battering ram which would help break down the
doors of historical christianity
in 1861 as the great intellectual animosity was wearing
itself out the voice of a true mormon literary man made
itself heard that of louis bertrand 39 E dentu
denau who had just
published the work of jules remy thought it only fair and
probably financially rewarding also to allow utterance to
a man of conviction and to permit the naive testimony of a
believer even if only out of curiosity 40 one senses that denau
dentu
was perhaps excusing his own boldness before the difficult
bourgeoisie but bertrand was anything but naive a great
traveller former associate of cabet editor of the daily le
populaire
Popu laire admitted to the great masonic lodges of paris he
became a latter day saint for well founded doctrinal and social reasons his 300 plus page book demonstrates a good
intellect and stylistic mastery only when bertrand criticizes
the absurdities and incoherencies of the parisian press
does he become somewhat aroused his testimony strength
positivistic critics
loup warned the catholics against postivistic
dupanloup
after bishop Dupan
as A maury H taine E renan of whom J remy claimed discipleship

such
writings
tings were characterized by prudence mingled with a sort
most of their wr
of paternalism toward the simple religious minds
the previously mentioned work of louis bertrand appeared as a series
contemporaine the book was probably pubof articles in 1861 in la revue contemporame
lished in 1862
preface to bertrand pp
ap 2233
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ened by a stay of several years in that most excellent bucolic
city near the great salt lake contrasted singularly with the
platitudes the ignorance and the vulgar mysticism which
cormons
Mor mons
french authors in general attributed to the faraway mormons
the memoir e s dun mormon thus constituted considering
the era and the contemporary prejudices a unique apology
which attracted the surprised attention of the intellectual public

41

having considered the two intellectual tendencies of the
first period we must also devote a few paragraphs to two
subsequent ways in which french publications made their
cormons
Mor mons namely the popular press and
points about the mormons
the reports of french travellers in america although these
less frequent and less important pieces take us partly into the
last third of the 19th century they deserve consideration here
1866 period
because they refer to the writings of the 1850
18501866
THE POPULAR TRADITION

in 1856 emile montegut mentioned the famous novel femormons
Mormons in the revue des beux
male life among the cormons
deux
mondes this same year two independent french translations
of this novel were sold all over france one by C everard in
times the other by
centimes
the illustrated publications for 20 Cen
B H devoil
revoil
r6voil mentioned above as the commentator on american bizarre religions 42 from these translations from statements such as montegut s and from the extravagant stories
originating in america and published in french papers a
popular tradition developed which even in 1974 has not completely disappeared this tradition generally includes the same
themes which leonard arrington and jon haupt have identified in 19th century american literature namely the bloody
Da
nites the sacerdotal tyranny over the mass
vengeance of the danites
canites
of the ignorant faithful the terrible secret society of the endow ment and the patriarchal pasha in his haven of white
dowment
p 31 granson p
civilisations inconnues
incon nues paris
les civilizations
bertrand s work even appeared in

cf dufay

year round
68
1863
72
6872

as

Audouard p 366 oscar comettant
audouard
Comet tant
pagnerre
ap 19
35 a review of
Pagnerre 1863 pp
1935
charles dickens literary review all the
brother bertrand mormon missionary no 203 14 march
19

mormons
spouse dun morbespouse
pispouse
iespouse
crite par Pi
Mor mons relation errite
la femme chez les cormons
maresca 1856
mon revenue re cemment de putah
butah
iutah trans C everard paris marescq
mormons
Mor mons trans
les harems
hares du nouveau monde vie des femmes chez les cormons
B
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slaves 43 in 1859 a second rank novelist paul duplessis exploited these themes in a 1600 page multi volume novel les
mormons
cormons
Mor mons although the intellectuals who were interested
in mormonism never mentioned this work of popular fiction
it was reprinted several times within a few years the plot
follows a usual pattern but uses french characters in the positive roles two innocent girls compelled by all kinds of horrible intrigues to travel to utah are liberated from the claws
and atrocities of the danites
canites by a few noble heroes duplessis
presented what was an original idea for the mormon novel
although it is typical for french popular interests of the
time
hiram harris a medium with a monstrous and hypnotic personality is an invisible force who drives mormonism
and manipulates the straw
man brigham young the moral
strawman
tone of the novel is best rendered by an utterance of one of
its very noble and very christian heroes
whenever a mormon kills another mormon honest people must rejoice 44
but in the french popular tradition the theme of polygamy
predominates at a time when the vulgar theater flooded
the stage with love triangles with impossible matrimonial
combinations and with unbelieveable erotic situations mormonism furnished for the frivolous and trivial imagination
of a certain class of french people a frame for inexhaustible
intrigues one told jokes such as the following

cormons
one day victor hugo received a delegation of mormons
Mormons
because
man in
girls of
forbids

they wanted some of the descendants of the great
their own country they came to offer two pretty
their sect hugo replied
impossible my contract
all foreign reproduction ask my publisher 45

brigham young is an old
libertine who walks around naked arm in arm with his seventy
cormons
wives 446 and that mormons
Mor mons addicted to sensual delight among
of
cf leonard J arrington and jon haupt intolerable zion the image
of mormonism in nineteenth century american literature
the western

the

french imagined that

243 60
humanities review XXXII 3 1968
24360
paris
mormons
paul duplessis les cormons
Mor mons 5 vols

A

cadat
badat 1859

IV

305

cited by chard p 102
cal9donie
caledonie
noum9a
retour de la nouvelle caledonia
niumea en europe paris
de noumea
Anci
p 247 this 1881 book by the marquis
tinon nd
enne Lib
rairie martignon
Mar
librairie
ancienne
martinon
alcienne
of rochefort is luxuriantly and richly illustrated and printed the popular
traditions are often identified in travelogues
traveloguer
travel ogues of this time when the writers
confessed their former opinions in the light of what they discovered in
utah
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favorite slaves are turks without muhammed 47 jules huret
confessed much later that the ideas of the legendary mor
mons concerning love were already haunting my adolescent
dreams 48 french comedy and vaudeville staged a few of
those dreams in the penny theaters for instance the public
roared with laughter as they watched an american mormon
cumulator of women traveling through europe on a religious recruitment mission 49 following the tradition jules
verne in his novel le tour du monde en quarre
quatre V
vingas
mgts
vingts
egts
pours
takes advantage of
80 days
jours
fours around the world in so
two comithe opportunity to enliven the crossing of utah with tvo
cal mormon elements the introduction of an elder william
Passepartout and the barely suchitch who tries to convert passepartout
cessful flight of a mormon who even with one wife had
more than he could handle 50
although the french popular tradition embellished the
same theme of polygamous society it had little of the holy
abhorrence which the puritan american ladies felt for the
utah harem not one concern for decency not one moral
lesson disturbs the spicy gaiety of a good racy story about those
mormons
Mor mons moreover the popular tradition which
polygamous cormons
ties polygamy to mormonism is so strong that in many cases
the word mormon has become a synonym for polygamist and
mormonism for polygamy 51

travellers

THE REPORTS OF THE TRAV ELLERS

mormons
Mor mons
saturated with these comical stories about the cormons
the french travellers in the new world approached utah not
with apprehension or caution but with the hope of witnessing
some spicy and funny scenes even women were not exempt
from this anticipation without any scruples whatsoever mrs
Au
audouard
douard notes at the border of utah we exclaimed with
joy finally we are going to behold those seventeen member
etats unis notes et impressions
comte dilaussonville
dhaussonville A travers les stats
ap 324 and 353
2nd
and ed 1883 paris calmann levy 1888 pp
am9rique
jules huret en amerique
de san francisco au canada paris E
Pas
p 107
pasquelle
quelle 1921
fasquelle
aventures dun mormon dialogue en trois
edouard malortique
Malortique les adventures
parties paris J levy 1886
80
verne le tour du monde en quatre vingas
jours
vingts tours
rpt
jules veme
fours 1873 apt
paris hetzel nd
chap XXVII pp
ap 154
159
154159
correspondence
Au douard pp
ance serie
serle 11
ap
II tome 1I p 45 audouard
Correspond
cf P merimee correspondance
297
36677
29788 366

le
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households which have only one man 52 upon arriving at
a polygamous household 1 I sighed in satisfaction 1I saw real
mormons with my own eyes 53 how far from the terrors
cormons
of those victorian american authoresses
autho resses such as maria ward
cornelia paddock or amelie mattews in light of these piquant hopes it follows that the first french reaction to contact
mormons was one of disappointment
with real cormons
there is
nothing of the enormous and bizarre eccentricity which one expects to find in mormon country lamented M dugard 54 after
this the travellers had to reconcile themselves to reality and
make excuses to the reader who was expecting exciting reveplease do not accuse me of pleading a paradoxical
lations
cause 1I am sincere in my account of my travel impressions
for me salt lake city is by far and away the most beautiful
city in the west and the one where the people look the
die
dle least
55
155
rough the most honest and obedient to authority 255
the
marquis de rochefort is less conciliatory to his compatriots
and accuses them of ignorance and rudeness in the preconceptions of mormonism
the nonsense which french flippancy
has imagined about the actions and ideas of the adherents to
this doctrine is indescribable 56
following this confrontation with reality the testimonies
trav ellers are characterized by a remarkable
of the french travellers
unanimity on the mormon situation in utah the towns are
mormons are
well built the houses are big and clean the cormons
hospitable and friendly virtuous educated hard working
etc in this concert of praises only one discordant note was
heard the count of turenne who in the course of an unsuccessful hunt got lost between salt lake city and provo
on a cold dark november night thought the mormon women
ugly brigham young feeble and he regretted that the time
17
of the destroying angels is also past 57
trav ellers of this time the great
almost all the french travellers
majority belonging to that nobility which tired of the political
events wandered all over the world after the war of 1870

de

douard p 292
Au
audouard
ibid p 296
moeurs
americaine
caine
amiricaine
ruine moeurn
amiri raine
M dugard la socia
societe ameri
la femme eroles et universities
sites 2nd
universit9s
Univer jiter
and ed paris
universites

famille roie
role
raie
Lib rairie hachette 1896
librairie

Carac
et caractere
tere
caractire
rife
tire
tife

p 62

elmont p 149
Wo
woelmont
caledonio
camdonie
donle p 246
donie
caledonie
retour de la nouvelle CaM
arenque
iamgrique du nord
le comte louis de turenne quatorze mois dans 1I amenque
paris A quantin 1870
1I 67
76 2 vols
1875
187576
93
6793
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paid a visit to the president of the church brigham young
or later john taylor or wilford woodruff retaining very
pleasant memories of the occasion
travellers
ellers to the institution of polygamy
the reaction of the trav
is no doubt the most interesting one can read the marquis
of rochefort considered it an element of work and fortune
as well as an added force to procreation 58 and as he
viewed this remarkable cult of fecundity the marquis could
not help but regret the fate of so many unfortunate catholic
organizagirls who languish in the convents 59 studying the or
ganiza
caniza
tion and stability of polygamous life in utah the count
of haussonville
Haus sonville exclaimed that finally there was the ideal
basic family which was so strongly advocated by the school
of social reform and its illustrious founder M beplay
leplay what
it
a pity one has to come from so far to find it60
almost all
our travellers were in agreement in recognizing the advantages
of polygamy less jealousy no adultery no illegitimate
illigitimate children and a commendable fruitfulness the most remarkable
testimony comes from the emancipated mrs audouard
Audouard striking up an immediate friendship with the first wife of brigham
young and being on good terms with the sixteen others she
claimed to have made an in depth study of the female hearts
of utah her conclusion is very favorable in addition to
the advantages already mentioned the mormon woman is
161
61
polygamy
biblical
of
this
in
system
patriarchal
happy
in order to console the reading public for the lack of exmormons
ellers
travellers
Mor mons most of the trav
cit
ement in the visit to the cormons
citement
held their readers in suspense by describing terrifying mounous rivers gigantic mountains and ravines
tain passes tumultuous
tumultous
tumult
which they had to face to enter and leave utah 62 others
gave themselves over to lyrical ef fusions on the shores of the
mysterious salt lake that beautiful great pale sheet of moti
tionless
water stretched out from the feet of the purple mountains but possessing the beauty of death 63 however much
to the detriment of the social and moral realities which the
ellers defended in such laudatory terms only these land
travellers
trav
retour

de la

caledonite
caledonie p 263
nouvelle camdonie
265

ibid p 268
351
531
Haussonville p 331
haussonville
douard pp
Au
ap 340 350
audouard
eg honore beaugrand
mex
mexique
colorado utah nouveau melique
hex ique
215

montagnes rocheuses
six mois dans les montagner
ap 208montreal granger freres 1890 pp

ap 57
dugard pp
5788
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scape images of the great mysterious lake and the impressive
surroun
surrounding
ding mountains found a place in the overall picture
surround
cormons
Mor mons without
which france had of the world of the mormons
having been in utah hortense dufay affirmed that in the
middle of the delights of flowers and perfumes the traveller
through the rocky mountains is overcome by a vaporous
melancholy which pertains to those magical countries 64
at the end of our survey of the 19th century french literacormons
Mor mons the farewell of another french travelture about the mormons
ler albert tissandier to the latter day saints may serve as
a last note
my peculiar sojourn in the province of utah and
cormons are hospitable
in arizona I1 can assure that the mormons
good to strangers amiable and sufficiently educated most
of them are interested in all things of civilization 1I will
always remember with pleasure their cordial and moving
reception they received me as a brother what more could
65
1I have asked
asked65

after

cormons
Mor mons as
but the french authors did ask more of the mormons
cormons in the
our succeeding article on the image of the mormons
20th century will show
6dufay
dufay p 109

galbert
etats unis voyage dun Tou
riste dans
touriste
tonriste
albert tissandier six mois aux stats
eamer
nora
seivi dune excursion a panama paris G masson
iam9rique
nord suivi
tque du
iamer aque
nofa
A nors
1886 p 108
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